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Oh my GOD,

IT‘S ALIVE!!!

...MEANWHILE IN THE SECRET andro® LAB...® LAB...®

...SUDDENLY !!!...SUDDENLY !!!

Ha, Ha Ha, ...

POWER and spin 

like never before!



BAMMBAMMBAMMBAMMBAMMBAMM

...TIME
FOR NEW SUPERHEROES!



FAST, FASTER -

RASANT

RASANT TURBO
IDEAL ACCELERATION

RASANT POWERSPONGE
FANTASTIC GAME EXPERIENCE

RASANT
COMPACT PLAYING FEEL

Discover the possibilities given by the ultra-spinny RASANT tops-
heet! React on your opponent’s topspins by playing harder and more 
dangerous counterspins! Carry spin and speed to extremes! Play 
topspin strokes with an enormous quality and absolute precision!
Increase the dynamic of your strokes by using the massive power 
which is hidden in the unique explosive green RASANT sponge!
Use the advantage! Install the update – now! Play RASANT TURBO!

 For o� ensive performers who score by skillful topspins and spinny 
strokes! 

Be proactive and play RASANT POWERSPONGE! Experience the 
fusion of long-lasting delight in playing and huge control provided 
by the soft sponge’s elasticity.
Be creative: change between distances and strokes at your discre-
tion! Act outstanding when playing passive and score when playing 
active!
Take advantage of the soft, maximum controlled playing feel caused 
by the unique green RASANT sponge! It absorbs the energy of the 
arriving stroke and converts it into your own massive power!
Spin, speed and high control – is this your maxim? Then play 
RASANT POWERSPONGE!

 For creative o� ensive players who pull out all the stops to score!

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112216  red / black € 47,95

Experience RASANT’s compact play feeling caused by the 
unique, fi ne-pored green sponge! Disarm your opponent’s spin by 
using the newly developed RASANT top sheet and kick-start your 
own, more dynamic topspin!
Step up your stroke e�  ciency! Trigger toxic, better spins 
with an aggressive spin curve!
Change the game to your favor! Take your performance to 
a higher level! Play RASANT by andro®!

 For o� ensive players heading to success by powerful topspins!

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112215 red / black  € 46,95                           

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112217  red / black € 46,95

NEW!

NEW!

RASANT TURBO

RASANT POWERSPONGE

RASANT

SLOW FAST

SPEED LEVEL
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The new andro® RASANT rubbers. 
Rubber technology on highest level!  

With the RASANT technology andro® redefi nes the 
power level for speed and spin.

The rubber technologies’ potential shows o�  by the 
two new RASANT variants TURBO and POWER-
SPONGE. Through intensive research for high per-
formance material a unique sponge structure with 
superior dynamic has been developed. RASANT 
TURBO bases on a special rubber surface design re-
sulting in higher ball grip - full power for more spin 
and speed! RASANT POWERSPONGE impresses with 
controlled playing feel and high sponge elasticity.

RASANT CELL STRUCTURE 

SPIN FACTOR SIMULATION
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HEXER

HEXER POWERSPONGE
SOUND PERFORMANCE

HEXER HD
HIGH DEFINITION PERFORMANCE

       ONE TOP-TECHNOLOGY, FIVE CHARACTERS

MORE PRECISION – HIGH DEFINITION PERFORMANCE
• Excellent energy transfer through innovative sponge-structure!
• Natural caoutchouc surface - for longer durability!
• More grip resulting from the surface‘s new developed 
 micro structure!
• More speed!
• More fi erceness for your game: The new High Defi nition 
 Microstructure for more precision and spin!

 For players who define themselves with Spin, Speed 
and precise strokes!

Thanks to this HEXER version also players with preference for soft 
rubbers and sensational speed glue sound (SOUND PERFORMANCE) 
can benefit from the advantages of the fourth Tensor generation. The 
in-bound rotation energy is absorbed by the rubber and immediately 
gets transferred to active out-bound energy. The soft Powersponge 
generously forgives slight mistakes regarding optimum ball hitting 
area resulting in outstanding control characteristics. The excellent ball 
feedback provides additional confidence while hitting the ball.

 For players of all levels wanting to experience speed and loud sound 
sensation without missing control!

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112208 red / black € 44,95

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1  
112268 red / black € 43,95

Specifi c microstructure of the rubber surface for maximum grip

HEXER POWERSPONGEHEXER HD
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HEXER
EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE HEXER +

PACE PERFORMANCE HEXER DURO
LONG LASTING PERFORMANCE

Are you looking for a rubber whose strength is comfortable ball feed-
back? Whose speed consistently puts pressure on your opponent and 
adds unimagined precision to your game? Then go for HEXER+ !
The new recipe of the upper layer combined with the progressive pips 
geometry gives HEXER+ a strong trampoline effect and a comfortable 
flat ball rebound angle. Thus the ball can faster make its way to the tar-
get – this enables the player to generate more pace while less energy is 
needed (PACE PERFORMANCE). The HEXER-sponge of the fourth TEN-
SOR-generation provides the dynamics you search for and strokes from 
all table distances will be routine. 

 For players whose own versatility is their key to success!

HEXER DURO is designed for all players who demand from their rubber 
strong spin and speed characteristics combined with very good durability. 
The 100% natural caoutchouc upper layer and the medium-hard sponge 
in HEXER technology give access to a very broad range of strokes: the 
sticky upper layer provides a prolonged ball contact time – thus the player 
leads the ball longer and experiences more control during passive as well 
as during active strokes. The highly developed endurance enables a later 
change of rubbers which is comfortable and economic. This has made the 
HEXER DURO earn the rating LONGLASTING PERFORMANCE.

 For players of all levels, who prefer long-lasting rubbers with constant 
playing characteristics and technical durability.

Players in search of a rubber for whirling topspins will be enthused 
by HEXER. The mixture of 100% natural rubber in the upper layer 
results in increased grip and a longer impact time. This effects in 
improved trampoline and redation features for the same striking energy 
(EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE), and provides each topspin with a higher 
trajectory. In addition, the new and progressive pips geometry puts a 
compact playing feeling across. The fourth TENSOR generation unfolds 
its immense qualities in spin and redation oriented play. 

 For the spin-oriented offensive player!

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1   
112261 red / black € 43,95

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 
112267 red / black € 37,95

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 
112260 red / black € 43,95

HEXER +

HEXER DUROHEXER
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HEXER PIPS FORCE

HEXER PIPS +

HEXER PIPS

HEXER PIPS FORCEHEXER PIPS+
Force stands synonymically for energy and strength. Providing a 
high bandwidth for o� ensive action your opponents will be forced 
to play just an underpart in the game. The medium sponge, based 
on the latest HEXER technology, gets across a maximum of control, 
whereas the typical HEXER PIPS ball jump will lead you to success. 
The protected 0/90-technology allows you to choose HEXER PIPS 
FORCE according to your playing system. Lengthwise for more speed 
and vigour, crosswise for more control when blocking.     

 For those seeing their own many-sidedness as the key to success!

HEXER PIPS+  is a fourth generation TENSOR rubber providing a very 
comfortable feeling when you smash and hit which is caused by the 
soft sponge made of 100% natural rubber and the narrow pimples. 
Stable feedback for passive strokes with  huge power reserves. The 
very special feature of HEXER PIPS+ is the option to choose between 
a lengthwise and a crosswise pimple geometry (ECLECTIC PERFOR-
MANCE). Focus on: gentle control or non-stop aggressiveness! 

HEXER rubbers have been well received by many players all over the 
world. This is why we bundled all the positive “HEXER characte-
ristics” to put it into HEXER PIPS! The fi rst pimple-out rubber by 
andro® that bases on a fourth generation TENSOR sponge. The 
rubber mixture of 100% natural rubber serves HEXER Pips with 
a high durability and long lasting stability, while the soft sponge 
keeps speed and control on an exquisite level. Moreover HEXER PIPS 
is a highlight on the pimple-out rubber segment as it combines two 
di� erent geometries in one rubber! We call it ECLECTIC PERFOR-
MANCE, as the user can choose between a lengthwise and 
a crosswise geometry.

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112272 red / black € 43,95

HEXER PIPS

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1   
112274 red / black € 43,95

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112273 red / black € 43,95

WU JIADUO

HEXER PIMPLES
       WITH 0/90 POWER

SLOW FAST
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SHIFTER SHIFTER POWERSPONGE

SHIFTER POWERSPONGESHIFTER
andro® SHIFTER POWERSPONGE is the ideal choice for players 
who put their focus on control. Its soft and elastic sponge provides 
an excellent service regarding fault tolerance and it makes andro® 
SHIFTER POWERSPONGE become indispensable for youngsters 
that are learning new techniques. More experienced players take 
advantage of the combination of high control and the spinny surface 
that permits a variable playing style. Furthermore it leads passive 
as well as o� ensive strokes to their targets, no matter how di�  cult 
they are. Beyond that andro® SHIFTER POWERSPONGE gives you 
the ultimate choice between two mounting options (0° or 90°). 

 For maximum control!

andro® SHIFTER – This rubber has what it takes to become a classic! 
Its very spinny, hard surface and the fl exible medium sponge build 
up the core of this rubber. Excellent spin, control and pleasant speed 
are the results, when surface and sponge are interacting with each 
other. Every player type can take advantage of these characteristics 
– no matter if you prefer a passive playing style or powerful o� ensive 
strokes. andro® SHIFTER’s unique advantage is the possibility for you 
to chose between two di� erent ways to assemble the rubber: 0° for 
more speed, 90° for more spin and control. The sum of these charac-
teristics make andro® SHIFTER a real star among all-round rubbers!!

 For the classical o� ensive player!

Thickness: 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112206 red / black € 32,95

Thickness: 1,3 / 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112205 red / black € 32,95

Protected 0/90 technology. andro® 
rubbers with this imprint have a mold 
on two di� ering  sides:
Gluing the rubber in the 0° version 
MORE SPEED is generated.
Using the 90° version the CONTROL 
FACTOR gets backed up.

THE 0/90 PRINCIPLE -
          DUAL POWER.

SLOW FAST
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ROXON 500 PRO

ROXON 450
ROXON 330

ROXON 500 PRO

ROXON 330ROXON 450

The top athlete is our most critical customer. Right he is because 
his level of playing table tennis is so sophisticated that he is also 
setting high standards for his body and his material. The ROXON 
500 PRO is designed for exactly this technically elaborate high-class 
player. Due to an optimised surface net structure the player can 
generate utmost stroke dynamic with this rubber. Precision and 
stability, broad sound and an exercise book fl ying curve: that these 
e� ects can be reached with speed-glue only belongs to the past 
from now on. ROXON is the future! 

 For the absolute top-player!

ROXON 330 impressively exposes that the characteristics soft and 
fast are not contradictions. The established ROXON surface with its 
extraordinary rubber compound (stabilised caoutchouc tissue) com-
bined with a soft sponge, pointing up the dynamic factor to a new 
limit. You will immediately recognise the result: An unprecedented 
precision on all strikes. A more upward fl ight path, an excellent 
sound as well as a detailed feeling of the ball are the main ROXON 
330 features, leading to a fi ne control for every player. More power 
in active play and coincidentally more authority in passive play! This 
characterises ROXON 330 as a rubber that makes winning for player 
of all categories easier. 

 For maximum sound!

The demand for the material is growing with the playing level. With 
his balanced technical skills the player of the ROXON 450 is able 
to ideally control this rubber‘ s power and dynamic. The athlete 
benefi ts from the reduced rubber weight of the ROXON 450 by 
faster and more precise arm movements. The stabilisation in the 
molecular caoutchouc layer results in a high abrasion resistance - 
long endurance and a shiny surface are the impressive evidence. 
The rebound e� ect will inspire all former speed-gluing players also 
during non-centred hits. The secret lies in the rubber mixture, not in 
the glue! 

 For ambitious players of all playing levels!

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112256 red / black € 41,95

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112254 red / black € 41,95

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112255 red / black € 41,95

ROXON -
ROCKS ON!
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PLASMA 430

PLASMA 380

PLASMA 470

REVO FIRE

PLASMA 470

PLASMA 380

PLASMA 430

REVO FIRE

The most powerful of the three PLASMA rubbers is specifi cally designed 
for the top class player. Despite its middle hard sponge the PLASMA 470 
provides a soft and controlled playing feeling. During fast topspin strokes 
it is clearly the PLASMA rubber with the biggest power! The improved 
rubber mixture provides more consistency of the playing characteristics 
and extreme abrasion resistance!

 For high-class players.

The PLASMA 380 will inspire all players searching for an ultra soft and su-
per elastic attacking rubber. The 380 convinces by its extraordinary good 
control for the ball and it acts extremely mistake forgiving particularly for 
youth players. The speed level suits lower class players best as they will 
be able to control the 380 also in di�  cult situations without a problem. 

 For mid and lower class players.

The PLASMA 430 will appeal to every player right from the beginning. 
The sponge is 5 degree softer compared to the 470. In combination with 
its high performance upper layer every topspin ball will get an immediate 
fantastic acceleration. One can feel this from the tremendous trampoline 
e� ect – also during slower strokes. The PLASMA 430 is designed for the 
top athlete as well as for the mid- to lower-class player to whom HI-TECH 
rubbers are a great new alternative. 

 For players of all levels.

Maximum sweet spot + powerful topspin strokes TENSOR - not only 
more speed, more power and speedgluing sound, but also more spin 
and more feeling! The exceptional feeling of TENSOR rubbers is core of 
the REVO FIRE. The sponge absorbs the energy of the appearing ball 
when the player hits the ball and immediately new energy is released. 
This e� ect, responsible for the special feeling, enables every player to 
have a very good control with the REVO FIRE. The medium adjusted 
sponge implements accents in active as well as in passive playing sit-
uations by demonstrating a brilliant catapult e� ect. One can play fast 
and precise topspins and in decisive moments REVO FIRE o� ers its 
existing speed reserves in order to directly achieve the winning point.

 Ideal value-for-money for everybody!

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max 
112240 red / black € 39,95

Thickness: 1,6 / 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112238 red / black € 39,95

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112239 red / black € 39,95

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 
112262  red / black € 35,95
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IMPULS POWERSPONGE

IMPULS SPEED

IMPULS

IMPULS POWERSPONGE IMPULS SPEED

IMPULS

Looking for the complete package of speed, spin and excellent 
ball-control? Then choose IMPULS POWERSPONGE! 
By ideal matching of these characteristics you get an easily control-
lable rubber that provides enormous tempo reserves. A very sticky 
surface combined with the soft, large-pored sponge of the newest 
TENSOR-technology, allow easily dirigible strokes and a high degree 
of control. Your goal to outmaneuver opponents will become child’s 
play. The extreme TENSOR sound will give you additional feedback 
for a more precise ball-moment.

 For mid and lower class players.

The IMPULS SPEED releases signifi cantly more speed and spin than 
the successful Impuls rubber – without losing control! The character 
of the IMPULS SPEED combines two rubber types: the very soft 
sponge absorbs the opponent’s speed in the passive control play 
very well. In the active playing modus it enables to more energy. The 
strong sound and improved ball handling will impress every player 
immediately. Experience fewer mistakes due to the extra high fl ying 
curve and bigger ideal hitting area! The IMPULS SPEED can be man-
aged without e� ort also when practising less.

 For mid and lower class players.

IMPULS is manufactured in a modifi ed TENSOR formula and is 
therefore softer with a higher elasticity than traditional rubbers. It 
absorbs energy when playing passively and releases energy during 
active playing. Slice or block or smash, the 30 degree soft sponge 
provides the right amount of absorption for every speed. When at-
tacking with spin or smashing, this „allround“ TENSOR construction 
produces power, resulting in higher ball fl ight velocity while making 
the balls fl y more precise like a vario-rubber.

 For mid and lower class players.

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / 2,2
112214 red / black € 39,95

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / 2,2
112246  red / black € 37,95

Thickness: 1,3 / 1,5 / 1,8 / 2,1
112204  red / black € 32,95

FULL IMPULSE!
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BACKSIDE 2.0 D BACKSIDE 2.0 C

BACKSIDE 2.0 C

BACKSIDE 2.0 D

As a defender you are reliant on rubbers with a maximum of feeling 
and fault tolerance. andro® BACKSIDE 2.0 C o� ers you exactly these 
important characteristics! The extremely spinny, almost sticky 
surface allows precise balls full of rotation that will drive your 
opponent crazy. You can always count on BACKSIDE 2.0 C, no matter 
which distance from the table you are forced to return from or which 
situation you are stuck in. As andro® BACKSIDE 2.0 C is available 
from 1,1mm on it is the ultimate choice for defenders who set value 
on rubbers with a lot of control and with a huge range of use.

 For the defensive allrounder.

andro® BACKSIDE 2.0 D is a rubber which is made for an o� ensive 
playing style that is based on control and spin. E� ective o� ensive 
strokes can be played easily with this rubber which is furnished with 
a sponge of 40°. The outcome of this is a nice catapult e� ect which 
enables you to convert your opponent’s bad returns into big points 
at any time. In 1,3mm or 1,5mm ideal for allround players, from 
1,7mm on appropriate for topspin players- thus you are defi nitely 
right when you name andro® BACKSIDE 2.0 D a multi-talent.

 The Allrounder! 

Thickness: 1,1 / 1,3 / 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9
112207  red / black € 32,95

Thickness: 1,3 / 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112211  red / black € 32,95

DAMIEN ELOI
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BLOWFISH BLOWFISH + CHAOS

PIMPLE POWER

BLOWFISH

CHAOS

BLOWFISH +
Already after short adaptation time, the short pimples of the 
BLOWFISH are your weapon to set every opponent under pressure. 
The new type, aggressive pimple design successfully creates 
topspins as well as e� ective block and counterattacking strokes. In 
combination with the innovative TENSOR technology, BLOWFISH 
thrills by an output of speed, not yet experienced with short pimple 
rubbers. Furthermore, the feelingly soft sponge causes utmost 
sensibility, ball contact feedback and control. As a result, your 
performance is accompanied by a huge variety and is extremely 
unpredictable for your rival.

 Soft, fast + variable!

Due to its slightly harder sponge BLOWFISH+ supports the o� ensive 
ambitions of the pimple out player e�  ciently. Based on unusual 
broad pimples and the medium-size sponge, this type o� ers an 
explosiveness that in a ji� y turns every block into an e� ective shot. 
Another highlight of this pimple geometry is the extreme stability. It 
prevents the pips from bending down while the ball is hit thus it ena-
bles topspins with good spin. While conventional pimple-out rubbers 
could only o� er these features along with a distinct loss of control 
the BLOWFISH+ shows strength also in passive playing situations. 

 For aggressive Attack!

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112264  red / black € 36,95

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112265  red / black € 36,95

TENSOR long pimple - power!
The modern defensive player is always focussed to present an 
impressive „adequate response“ all the time. According to the needs 
of this player‘s type, andro® has developed the long pimple rubber 
CHAOS. The built-in TENSOR technology guarantees the most of 
safety and backs up the defender in all positions. The ability to 
create surprisingly slice variations and dangerous, annoying strokes 
generates andro® CHAOS into an unpredictable top-rubber for every 
opponent. The version with a thin sponge o� ers further speed 
reserves; thus, enabling attacking strokes near the table whenever 
you want. This modern rubber composition guarantees a lot of joy in 
playing and often faces the opponent with insoluble problems.

 Unpredictable strokes from every distance.

Thickness: OX / 1,2
112266  red / black € 39,95
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NPF COMPOSITENPF COMPOSITENPF COMPOSITENPF COMPOSITENPF COMPOSITE

LOOM
POWERED BY NATURE

NEW!

Time never stands still for the andro® blade development 
team. Our developers do research continuously for new 
and exciting fi bers and fi nest materials.
The new Nature Powered Fibre (NPF) Composite  is a 
trend-setting innovative material that bases on a natural 
fi ber which is being produced in an environmentally 
friendly way.
Last but not least the playing characteristics of andro® 
ProLoom and andro HiLoom are absolutely convincing:

  Carbon-like playing characteristics 

  High energy-absorption of the incoming ball 

  Best possible transmission of your own power 
 onto the ball

  100% Feedback 

PRO LOOM
OFF

NPF COMPOSITE
Ultra light NPF composite inlay 
for precise feedback and torsion 
reduction.

Manufactured in 
an environmentally 
friendly way

16



PRO LOOM OFF

HI LOOM OFF

HI LOOM
OFF

Experience the interplay of the Acacia outer ply and the newly developed 
NPF Composite. This new and on natural basis produced fi ber is
positioned directly under the outer ply and supports direct transmission 
of the hitting impulse straight to the blade’s core. Feel the hitting point 
clearly and enjoy ultimate feeling for the ball!
Use your advantage to put your opponent under pressure by playing well 
placed blocks and radical topspin strokes. The good workmanship leads 
to a lower error ratio. Let andro ProLoom lift your game to a higher level! 
Weight approx. 88 g.

Every player knows the special feeling where you literally feel that 
you are tapping the whole potential out of your blade hitting topspin 
strokes. Sound and feeling give you a perfect feedback when you got 
the ball exactly in the center of the blade. The topspin curve looks 
just perfect. With its huge sweet spot andro HiLoom integrates this 
special feeling into your every day table tennis life. 
The perfect feedback (big advantage when playing passive strokes!), 
the good workmanship and the energy of the Hinoki outer ply cha-
racterize this splendid blade. A quantum jump in the development of 
high class table tennis blades. Weight approx. 88 g.

10221101  STRAIGHT
10221102  CONCAVE
10221103 ANATOM.                 € 99,00

10221001  STRAIGHT
10221002  CONCAVE
10221003 ANATOM.                 € 99,00

POWER
TRANSFER

DIRECT
IMPACT

100% 
FEEDBACK

NEW!

CHRISTIAN SÜSS

Manufactured in 
an environmentally 
friendly way

16 17
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Kinetic, the yet only dynamic and truly e� ective system 
worldwide!   

When the ball impinges on the bat, carbon balls – the 
kinetic mass – are moved explosively into the hitting 
direction. The kinetic mass passes a power impact (1) in 
the hitting momentum being inverse to the ball (2).
This dynamic counteraction neutralizes vibrations and 
maximizes power, control and ball feeling.
The faster the ball, the bigger the e� ect generated by the 
counter impact of the kinetic mass.

FREE YOUR ENERGY
KINETIC RECORD

1

HITTING DIRECTION

IMPACT

BALL 
IMPACT

INVERSE IMPULSEKINETIC HANDLE WITH 
NANO CARBON PELLETS>> >>

2

STRIKE 
MOVEMENT

BALL HITTING 
MOMENT

PLAY
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KINETIC RECORD OFF

KINETIC RECORD ALL+
KINETIC RECORD OFF-

KINETIC RECORD OFF+

OFF+

OFF

OFF-

ALL+

The andro® product development team created this pure o� ensive 
blade exclusively for attackers who force their opponents to mistakes by 
setting them underconstant pressure. A stable and hard center ply forms 
the core of the andro® KINETIC RECORD OFF. 
Selected plywoods positioned around the center ply build up the ground 
for a high ball jump which is an important condition for e� ective topspin 
strokes. Su�  cient control and precision are guaranteed by the advanced 
Kinetic system. Fast, with a lot of feeling and absolutely state-of-the-
art! Weight approx. 85 g.

High control, a remarkable feeling for the ball and a fascinating feedback 
in the ball hitting moment – these are the arguments to state the andro® 
KINETIC RECORD ALL+ an amazing blade. Suitable especially for allround 
style players who not always hit the ball perfectly in its center and need a 
blade with maximized sweetspot.
Control and speed are well balanced which supports you also in o� ensive 
situations. Weight approx. 85 g.

Developed for players with highest demands on o� ensive blades. The 
Kinetic system supports you with more power through e�  cient energy 
transfer during the ball impact. Accurately selected plywoods keep control 
at its maximum. andro® KINETIC RECORD OFF- is a high quality table 
tennis blade that supports allround players with o� ensive tendencies as 
well as aggressive style players who base their game on strong topspin 
strokes.  Weight approx. 85 g.

The KINETIC RECORD OFF+ evolved from a long tradition of outstan-
ding high speed blades by andro®. Designed for modern and speed 
focused table tennis this blade never lets you run out of control due 
to the Kinetic system which is integrated into the handle. The com-
bination of fi ne plywoods has been tested in several test series and 
reached remarkable results in terms of speed and control. Further-
more this classy composition, the neat workmanship and the precise 
bonding of the layers provide a very special playing feel which is usu-
ally experienced with blades which are much heavier and thicker. The 
ideal instrument for players who use to play close to the table and 
who let the opponent feel the complete measurements of the table 
by playing precise and hard topspin strokes. Weight approx. 85 g.

>> >>

10220901  STRAIGHT
10220902  CONCAVE
10220903 ANATOM.                 € 44,95

10220701  STRAIGHT
10220702  CONCAVE
10220703 ANATOM.                 € 44,95

10220801  STRAIGHT
10220802  CONCAVE
10220803 ANATOM.                 € 44,95

10220601  STRAIGHT
10220602  CONCAVE
10220603 ANATOM.                 € 44,95

MONO BLADE 
TECHNOLOGY

TOP 
BALANCE

KINETIC
HANDLE

IMPACT

NEW!



OFF

OFF+

OFF-

ALL+

andro® CS 5 OFF+ is a spirited o� ensive blade  that is ideal for modern 
o� ensive playing style due to its huge speed reserves. It allows to start 
sudden and aggressive o� ensive actions and enables you to enforce 
speed whenever you want to. Limba and Ayous as intermediate and
outer plies are responsible for certain stability supporting variable top-
spin styles. Highly dynamic while enjoying best ball control and a huge 
load of fun! Weight approx. 82 g.

Which features characterize a high quality o� ensive blade? High
control but still enough power to bring on your powerplay. 
This blade’s secret is the intermediate ply made of 1.5 mm thick Awan 
which is a softer kind of wood. This special plywood provides a very 
harmonious playing feel and works as a catapult, if you are about to 
speed up the game.
andro® CS 5 OFF- is a stunning blade that surely convinces fans of 
classic o� ensive blades. Weight approx. 82 g.

Allround blades developed by andro® have an excellent reputation. No 
doubt andro® CS 5 ALL+ joins this category. The robust centre ply which 
is quite thick compared to common allround blades provides stability 
and control. It allows precise blocks as well as hard o� ensive strokes. 
The core made of Kiri is covered by one layer each Fineline and Acacia. 
They provide the special feeling that makes andro® CS 5 ALL+ become 
such an unique and solid allround blade. Weight approx. 82 g.

Modern, powerful, excellent feeling – three attributes that describe 
the andro® CS 5 OFF perfectly. The core consists of 3 mm Kiri which 
provides the particular feeling. Furthermore andro® CS 5 OFF convinces 
through constant high control and enormous feeling so that even 
suboptimal hitting points deliver a good feedback. Lower weight and 
certain top-heaviness guarantee an easy handling. 
andro ®CS 5 OFF is the fi rst choice for classic o� ensive players. 
 Weight approx. 82 g.

SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT: CS 5

NEW!

10224701  STRAIGHT
10224702  CONCAVE
10224703 ANATOM.     € 34,95

10224501  STRAIGHT
10224502  CONCAVE
10224503 ANATOM.     € 34,95

10224401  STRAIGHT
10224402  CONCAVE
10224403 ANATOM.     € 34,95

10224601  STRAIGHT
10224602  CONCAVE
10224603 ANATOM.     € 34,95

CS 5 OFF+

CS 5 OFF

CS 5 OFF-

CS 5 ALL+

TOP
BALANCE

5 PLYWOODS LOW 
WEIGHT
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CS 7 VELOCITY OFF+

VELOCITY
OFF+

TOUR
OFF

PRO
OFF

ALL+

Pure speed for unconditional o� ensive: fi ve Ayous-plies surrounded 
by two rigid Hinoki-plies provide an incomparable penetrating power. 
Even with slightly slower arm movements precise and hard strokes can 
be achieved. The core of more elastic Ayous-wood permits dangerous 
top-spin strokes from half-distance. 
For absolute o� ensive players with good technical skills willing 
to take risks. Weight approx. 90 g

CHRISTIAN SÜSS
CS 7

10228301  STRAIGHT
10228302  CONCAVE
10228303 ANATOM.     € 47,95

10228501  STRAIGHT
10228502  CONCAVE
10228503 ANATOM.     € 47,95

10228401  STRAIGHT
10228402  CONCAVE
10228403 ANATOM.     € 47,95

TOP
BALANCE

7 PLYWOODS MAX.
SWEET-SPOT

TOP SPEED

The CS7 PRO convinces with a high level of control and the
opportunity of playing a number of spin variations. The 7 evenly 
thick Ayous layers were glued together in a special way so that they 
interact well and are bendable in di� erent ways. At any time the 
player gets a direct however not hard playing experience.
Recommended for ambitious players acting forward making use
of variable topspins! Weight approx. 90 g

Compared to the PRO the CS7 TOUR is furnished with additional 
speed resources. The key to the noticeable power is the layer of 
Limba outer-plywood. Core- and intermediate plies in di� erent 
thickness were perfectly matched together. Created for players who 
do not blow an easy point and constantly put pressure on the
opponent with topspin strokes. Weight approx. 90 g

CS 7 PRO OFF

CS 7 TOUR OFF
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TREIBER K
OFF

TREIBER Z
OFF

TREIBER H
OFF

TREIBER G
OFF

By introducing TREIBER Z andro® completes the TREIBER series by 
adding a new unique high-class blade with a built-in artifi cial fi ber. 
Make your own experiences and feel the soft impact harmonizing with 
the hardness and the stability provided by the Z-fi bre. Extraordinary 
ball-feeling for playing solid and constant blocks or to let o�  dangerous 
spin-monsters on your opponent. Best possible balance and special 
top-heaviness enable you to bring the ball to its target easily. A real 
multi-talent! Weight approx. 88 g.

The high-tech synthetic H-fi bre interlayers are positioned directly 
around the Koto core-veneer. This makes the di� erence to ordinary
synthetic blades. The characteristics of the timber veneer come 
to the fore resulting enormous ball feeling and control. Especially 
spin-oriented strokes and the service-return-play take advantage of 
this. Powerspins from any position become possible and work up your 
opponents’ sweat. An extraordinary blade for extraordinary sensitive 
players!  Weight approx. 90 g.   

TREIBER K is a high-end blade of the top category. The e�  cient and 
top modern K-fi bre which is positioned directly under the Koto outer 
veneer generates dynamic topspin strokes also for not perfectly centric 
hit balls. Disturbing vibrations through wrongly hit balls are completely 
absorbed by the K-fi bre. What’s left is a sensitive impact, never loosing 
its control. The 3 millimeter Koto core-veneer serves as a tempo 
storage and enables you to push your opponent into the defense in the 
twinkling of an eye.  Weight approx. 90 g.

Developing TREIBER G much focus has been laid on best possible 
balance between control and speed. Compared to other synthetic raw 
material G-fi bre is more fl exible and emerged as a real multi talent. It 
enables hard topspins and winning points as well as backing up the 
short play over the table by providing enormous feeling. The modern 
layer succession maximizes the strike zone of the nobly processed bla-
de, whereas the G-fi bre is positioned directly behind the outer veneer. 
The blade for any player looking for a synthetic blade keeping himself 
grounded. Weight approx. 90 g.

CHASE YOUR OPPONENT 
OFF THE BOX

10227401  STRAIGHT
10227402  CONCAVE
10227403 ANATOM.     € 109,00

10227201  STRAIGHT
10227202  CONCAVE
10227203 ANATOM.     € 69,95

10227101  STRAIGHT
10227102  CONCAVE
10227103 ANATOM.     € 79,95

10227001  STRAIGHT
10227002  CONCAVE
10227003 ANATOM.     € 59,95

TREIBER Z OFF

TREIBER G OFF

TREIBER H OFF

TREIBER K OFF

TOP
BALANCE

7 PLYWOODS MAX.
SWEET-SPOT

TOP SPEED

NEW!
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TRONUM CARBOTOX OFF

CARBOTOX
OFF

ARATOX
OFF+

TREIBER G
OFF

The user of andro® TRONUM ARATOX has just one simple target: 
Enforcing the direct point! This blade of the category OFF+ is made 
for hard and uncompromising strokes. Furthermore the player can 
take advantage of the excellent feedback which is caused by newly 
developed synthetic fi bre Aratox. This material enlarges the sweetspot, 
distributes the energy to the complete blade and therefore increases 
control during the stroke. The stable and extra high rebound which is 
typical for blades with synthetic fi bres inside brings the fun factor to its 
maximum. Weight approx. 90 g

SPECIAL EFFECTS: 
TRONUM

10220101  STRAIGHT
10220102  CONCAVE
10220103 ANATOM.     € 59,95

10220201  STRAIGHT
10220202  CONCAVE
10220203 ANATOM.     € 59,95

DIRECT
IMPACT

SYNTHETIC
FIBRE

MAX.
SWEET-SPOT

The speed of a blade with synthetic fi bre inside combined with the 
feedback of a pure- wooden blade and on top of that maximum 
feeling. Impossible? Well, andro® TRONUM CARBOTOX makes it 
possible! The answer to the riddle is the newly developed synthetic 
fi bre Carbotox which is installed directly underneath the outer plies. 
Its special structure and the fact that it is slightly thinner than 
common synthetic fi bres provides this blade with a unique feeling – 
Di�  cult speed variations without losing control. A high fl ying curve 
lets dreams and e� ective topspins come true! Weight approx. 90 g

TRONUM ARATOX OFF+
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The SUPER CORE CELL OFF+ is a very fast o� ensive blade, yet it is easy 
to play with. It requires the player’s full commitment to completely 
activate the blade’s speed resources. The CELL OFF+ provides very good 
elasticity and control with clearly more power in every ball. The strengt-
hened fi bres of the 7-layered veneer construction releases energy more 
e�  ciently. Also balls that are not hit in the centre will be equipped with 
su�  cient power due to the bigger sweetspot – recommended for a very 
o� ensive playing system. Weight approx. 85 g.

By the use of Hi-Tec carbon fi bres the andro® product developers could 
build a blade which conveys a solid sti� ness but does not yet feel too 
hard – ball feeling par excellence! The carbon-nano strings cause an 
even better sound when hitting the ball. The excellent plywood
combination provides much more speed than similar carbon blades 
so far. This results in more stability, fewer vibrations in the blade and 
better control. The CARBON OFF is slightly top-heavy with a medium 
ball fl ying curve. Players with high technical skills willing to take risks 
will get enthusiastic! Weight approx. 85 g.

SUPER CORE CELL:
ALL IN.

10225501  STRAIGHT
10225502  CONCAVE
10225503 ANATOM.     € 39,95

10222101  STRAIGHT
10222102  CONCAVE
10222103 ANATOM.     € 69,95

CELL OFF+ CELL CARBON OFF

The handle’s foam chamber is parted into small cells 
resulting in a more precise absorption of vibration and 
creating counter-energy for the next stroke.
The 360° veneer edge protection prevents from
mechanic infl uences. 

FIBRE 
ENHANCEMENT

SUPER CORE 
SYSTEM

MAX.
SWEET-SPOT

LOW 
WEIGHT

360°
PROTECTION

OFF+ CARBON
OFF

OFF
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CELL ALL
Who ever tested di� erent allround blades knows that they are not 
constructed the same at all. Only the exactly correct blade will lead the 
player to victories. The veneers of the SuperCore CELL Allround have 
been selected in a way that maximises the mistake tolerance also for 
balls which are not hit precisely. Compared to conventional allround 
blades the CELL ALL is made of slightly thicker inner veneers and thus 
it is more robust. The well-balanced weight provides good control also 
when a player practises less. The wide range of modern stroke varia-
tions can easily be learned with this blade. As the high ball fl ying curve 
is very forgiving to mistakes it is the ideal equipment for beginners.  
Weight approx. 90 g.

With this 7-layer Allround+ blade andro® has created a powerful blade 
with strengthened fi bre layers. The basic idea for this blade’s
construction was fi nding a perfect mix of comfortable playing, low 
mistake level and top technique. Playing the CELL ALL+ every stroke 
gives the impression of having hit the ball just perfectly in the centre of 
the blade. The inner veneers are thinner than in the ALL version which 
results in a very soft feeling. The CELL ALL+ adds more continuity to 
the play and transmits a feeling of perfect control. The high ball fl ying 
curve improves control. Weight approx. 90 g.

The thin outer veneers have a particularly positive impact in this OFF 
version and create a higher rebound e� ect. With this blade the player 
chooses a fantastic composition of speed and control features. The 
ideal equipment for the variable playing system. The special Super Core 
CELL feeling and the higher ball bounce allow well-placed strokes also 
from half-distance. Compared to its predecessor the ball fl ying curve is 
signifi cantly higher and therefore the CELL OFF is easy to manage also 
for players with average practice e� orts. The low weight makes it very 
gentle in terms of arm and wrist exposure. Weight approx. 85 g.

10223201  STRAIGHT
10223202  CONCAVE
10223203 ANATOM.     € 39,95

10222201  STRAIGHT
10222202  CONCAVE
10222203 ANATOM.     € 39,95

10222301  STRAIGHT
10222302  CONCAVE
10222303 ANATOM.     € 39,95

10223301  STRAIGHT
10223302  CONCAVE
10223303 ANATOM.     € 39,95

CELL ALL+CELL OFF

The CELL OFF- combines the power of an o� ensive blade with the 
fantastic feeling for the ball known from an allround wood – therefore 
the ideal choice for many players. Though the OFF- is relatively fast 
you will never have the feeling of losing control of the ball. This
enables to comfortably reliable blocks without the loss of speed
especially in the passive play. A change-over to active top spins
happens easily because the high base speed reduces work. The 
innovative small cells within the grip system fi lled with special foam 
maximise the feeling for the ball and further help to decrease the 
error rate for strokes hit under time pressure. The perfect blade for 
the sportive o� ensive athlete. Weight approx. 80 g. 

CELL OFF-

OFF- ALL+ ALL
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OFF

OFF+

OFF-

ALL+

The only TEMPER TECH model with a powerful Limba outer veneer. A 
blade with extreme dynamic and impressive reserves in speed,
especially during all strokes from half-distance. 
For the confessed o� ensive player. Weight approx. 85 g.

TEMPER TECH veneers are heated to 150°-230° C for a 
certain period. During this production step the humidity 
of the wood disappears permanently. As a result the 
wood becomes considerably harder, more stable and 
lighter. After the tempered treatment the wood does not 
absorb humidity any more so that a negative infl uence 
on playing characteristics can be avoided.

The thin Mahagoni outer ply is not only an optical highlight: outstanding 
marks in control are combined with the power of a strong Kiri-center ply. 
The perfect weapon for the o� ensive allround player! 
Weight approx. 80 g.

Perfect for controlled operating game. Refi ned by a high-
quality Hinoki outer ply. Created for players wanting to play 
a precise return, even when the ball is not always hit in the 
centre of the racket. Weight approx. 70 g.

The strong Kiri-wood centre ply leads to an optimum of power-strokes, 
while fl exible outer plies create perfect conditions for gently topspin 
strokes. A classic o� ensive wood, for all players, who have their strengths 
in topspin. Weight approx. 80 g.

FIRE AT WILL!
TEMPER TECH

10226301  STRAIGHT
10226302  CONCAVE
10226303 ANATOM.     € 54,95

10226101  STRAIGHT
10226102  CONCAVE
10226103 ANATOM.     € 49,95

10226001  STRAIGHT
10226002  CONCAVE
10226003 ANATOM.     € 49,95

10226201  STRAIGHT
10226202  CONCAVE
10226203 ANATOM.     € 54,95

TEMPER TECH OFF+

TEMPER TECH OFF

TEMPER TECH OFF-

TEMPER TECH ALL+

HIGH ENERGY
TRANSFER

MAX.
CONTROL

TEMPER
TREATMENT

LONG-LASTING
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BLAX OFF

BLAX 
OFF

PARADE
DEF

BLAX
ALL+

FIBERCOMP
DEF

ALL+

An o� ensive blade for players that love the inimitable balsa feeling. 
Within the construction of the wood explosive power is hiding, only 
waiting to be released – this can be felt by a slight top-heaviness. Ideal 
ball feeling experience despite the low weight. The 6-mm thick balsa 
centre is strutted with 22 ajous cross veneers to promote the energy 
transfer. Hardly any variation mistakes with di�  cult strokes. An excellent 
recommendation for players from mid to high playing levels. Weight 
approx. 78 g.

10223001  STRAIGHT
10223002  CONCAVE
10223003 ANATOM.     € 39,95

10223101  STRAIGHT
10223102  CONCAVE
10223103 ANATOM.     € 39,95

10227301  STRAIGHT
10227302  CONCAVE
10227303 ANATOM.     € 49,95

10220001  STRAIGHT
10220002  CONCAVE
10220003 ANATOM.     € 53,95

The BLAX ALL+ is a very light-weight all-round blade with a balsa 
centre of 4,5mm thickness. The super-soft playing perception com-
bined with very good speed features are the best prerequisites for a 
successful all-round to o� ensive strategy. The specifi c characteristics 
of the BLAX-technology create self-confi dence even in tight matches. 
Very good ball control. Recommended for players of all playing levels.  
Weight approx. 73 g.

There are not many noteworthy defense blades in the table tennis 
market. The andro® research team has lined up to introduce a further 
notable blade: andro® PARADE DEF! The thin and utmost fi ne blade 
construction enables precise and dreamlike counters against topspin 
attacks. Handle measures have been worked over and adjusted to a 
defense player’s requirements whilst the blade sheet has a perfect 
length-width-relation. Through the blade geometry’s optimization 
PARADE DEF provides an enlarged sweetspot and perfect balance.
The blade masters opponents’ strokes superbly until you get the chance 
to break away from defense to attacking. In this position the blade 
provides all its secureness to make your attack a successful one. A real 
highlight among defensive blades of the modern era! 
Weight approx. 90 g.

The magic weapon for defensive players searching for outstanding control! 
If you combine this 7-layer DEF plywood with long pimple out rubbers you 
can easily play dangerous stop blocks right behind the net. Further the 
FIBERCOMP enables you to play “fl utter balls” with a high disruption factor. 
Dependent on the situation it is - specifi cally due to the blade construction 
strengthened by two glass fi bre veneers - possible to switch immediately 
to o� ensive playing. In the defence play this high class plywood technology 
has an excellent spin reversal. Due to its balsa core the blade is light-weight 
and provides an ideal ball feedback. The blade design is around 156mm with 
an extra large sweetspot that minimises the mistake level! 
Weight approx. 85 g.

BLAX ALL+

PARADE DEF

FIBERCOMP DEF
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It is lightweight. It looks good. It causes respect and you 
can nearly smell the cold sweat of your opponents. With 
the andro® NIGHTMARE you have a blade for snuffing out 
your opponents from the table. Our andro® coaches have 
helped to develop this high-end blade. Handles for smaller 
hands in straight, flair and anatomic. All this in line with 
the technology of our best blades! An to the handl
adjusted blade plane and a resulting lighter weight 
(approx. 75 g.) round up the profile of this blade for young 
tournament players like you. Talented players like you do 
not have oppenents anymore - just victims!

Easy handling, high control and brilliant error tolerance – new andro® 
NIGHTMARE ALL+ is the perfect choice concerning the first blades in 
a young career. The fundament for all these qualities is a thin cellulose 
layer arranged directly under the outer ply. By extending the sweetspot to 
its maximum and cushioning the power of the striking ball andro®
NIGHTMARE ALL+ makes it possible to release excellent strokes.
Perfect price-performance ratio! Weight approx. 75 g.

andro® Nightmare has been developed especially for young kids with a lot 
of potential and huge targets. Provided with a spinny high quality surface 
andro® Nightmare serves you with best conditions to take advantage of 
every practice lesson. A flexible and very elastic medium sponge keeps 
speed and power on a moderate level so that the “Youngster” can always 
control ball and opponent. Combined those characteristics represent a 
rubber which provides young ambitioned players with everything they 
need to learn even the most exciting strokes and to bother “big guys” 
soon. Give a good scare to your opponents – andro® Nightmare!

 The Allrounder

The offensive version of andro® NIGHTMARE blades, developed for the 
talented and advanced “Youngster”. Hard outer plies made of Koto wood 
(very popular also amongst the stars of the table tennis scene) provide 
more speed without losing sight of control and feeling. The remarkable 
bigger sweetspot forgives mistakes and supports the player in fiddly 
situations.   Weight approx. 75 g.

THE NIGHTMARE
OF YOUR OPPONENT

10220301  SMALL STRAIGHT
10220302  SMALL CONCAVE
10220303 SMALL ANATOM.     € 29,95

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,1
112209  red / black                € 19,9510220401  SMALL STRAIGHT

10220402  SMALL CONCAVE
10220403 SMALL ANATOM.     € 29,95

NIGHTMARE OFF

NIGHTMARE ALL+

NIGHTMARE

NIGHTMARE
ALL+

NIGHTMARE
OFF

andro® fabrics available from 
size XXS (jerseys) and XXXS 
(T-Shirts/Shorts)!

andro® fabrics available from andro® fabrics available from 
size XXS (jerseys) and XXXS size XXS (jerseys) and XXXS 
(T-Shirts/Shorts)!
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GLUE/CARE
TURBO FIX
Water-based glue without vocs. Includes clip tool for application.
142233   50ml incl. 10 sponges € 9,95
142231   90ml incl. 15 sponges € 13,95
142234   250ml incl. 25 sponges € 21,95

PIN-ROLLER 
142260  width 15cm  € 6,95

CLEANING SPONGE 
132220 Authentic Leather € 2,50

TABLE CLEANER SPRAY
142252 250 ml € 5,95

EDGING TAPE RASANT - 12MM
142225  50m € 15,95
142226  5m (w/o pic.) € 4,95
142227 1 bat (w/o pic.)  € 1,50

EDGING TAPE - 12MM
142203  50m, black_yellow  € 14,95
142204   5m, black_yellow  € 4,95
142205   1 bat, black_yellow  € 1,50

EDGING TAPE - 10MM
142206  50m, black_yellow  € 14,95 
142207   5m, black_yellow  € 4,95
142208   1 bat, black_yellow € 1,50

RUBBER PROTECTION SHEET (w/o pic.)
132255  € 1,95

FREE GLUE
Innovative water-based glue without any harmful volatile organic sol-
vents, according to the new ITTF regulations. Convenient use via sponge 
applicator. TENSOR BOND technology.
142240 25g sponge-applicator € 7,50
142241   500g refi ll-bottle € 29,95

FREE STICKER (w/o pic.)
Twin-sided adhesive foil
142244  1 PCS € 1,75

FREE SEAL
Blade varnish without any harmful volatile organic solvents, according 
to the new ITTF regulations. Convenient use via sponge applicator. FREE 
SEAL prepares the blade for the use of FREE GLUE + FREE STICKER. 
142242 25g € 7,95
142243  100g € 24,95 

FREE CLEAN
Rubber cleaner for VOC free care of table tennis rubbers. Ideal and ru-
le-compliant to other andro® FREE products. TENSOR BOND technology.
142247  100ml Combi Cleaner € 4,20
142248  250ml pump spray € 6,50
142250  1000ml refi ll bottle € 11,95

APPROVED

9PCS TUBE
PX TRAINING BALL

9PCS TUBE SPEEDBALL

3PCS PACK 
SPEEDBALL

100PCS PACK 
SPEEDBALL

BALLS
SPEEDBALL 
Top 3-star Ball in outstanding quality.
3pcs Pack:  162240 white € 4,50
9pcs Tube:  162241 white € 14,95
100pcs Pack:  162242 white € 124,95

PX-BALL
Training ball in high quality, 40 mm.
9pcs Tube:  162290 white € 7,50
100pcs Pack:  162291 white € 31,95

PIN-ROLLER

CLEANING SPONGE

EDGING TAPE RASANT

TABLE CLEANER

TURBO FIX

FREE CLEANFREE GLUE FREE SEAL

EDGING TAPE

132255  € 1,95

CLEANING SPONGE

TABLE CLEANERTABLE CLEANERTABLE CLEANERTABLE CLEANERTABLE CLEANER

TURBO FIX
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CHARTRES ASTT

SUCCESS STORIES
BY andro®

For the 24th consecutive year Borussia Düsseldorf 
and andro® organize the andro® Kids Open hand in 
hand. Initiated in 1988 this outstanding youth cup 
is an integral part of the tournament scene since 
years.
Key data for the traditional event, which attracts 
participants from all around the world year by year 
are overwhelming:  1.363 youngsters participated 
the andro® Kids Open 2012. The table tennis ent-
husiastic children partly travel long distances to 
compete with other talents on 80 andro® tables. 
In 24 competition categories each age group’s best 
is wanted who may end up taking medals and 
great andro® prices home. This way andro® and 
Borussia Duesseldorf are signifi cantly promoting 
young talents on their way up. Also andro® star 
Christian Suess has achieved his fi rst successes 
at the andro® Kids Open. Undoubtedly, the andro® 
Kids Open is the biggest junior tournament in 
Europe. More information and entry forms under
www.kids-open.borussia-duesseldorf.com
kids-open@borussia-duesseldorf.com

www.chartres-astt.fr

Another successful partnership between 
andro® and Borussia Dusseldorf is the 
andro® TT school since many years.
Train where the pros live.
www.tt-schule.borussia-duesseldorf.com

30

The Chartres ASTT team is one of the biggest 
success stories in French table tennis in recent 
years. After having accomplished going up to 
the Pro A, the French Elite League, nowadays 
there is no way around this top club. Success 
came with andro® pro-star Damien Eloi, who 
joined Chartres in 2009. After a short orienta-
tion period the club under president Loic Brehu 
quickly succeeded big by winning the ETTU Cup 
2011 and the French Championship 2011/2012. 
For two years, the team has established itself 
under the European top table tennis teams. 
After reaching the semi-fi nals in 2012 and 
the fi nals in 2013 in the European Champions 
League team Chartres has fi rmly established. 
Along all this successes the French top team 
puts its trust in andro® equipment.
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andro® PLAYERS

andro® TEAMS

WU JIADUO Germany
Europe Top 12 Winner 2012, 
European Champion 2009 Singles

CHRISTIAN SÜSS Germany
Winner Czech Open 2012
European Champion Mens Double 2010

DAMIEN ELOI France
Runner-up French Championships 2012

TORBEN WOSIK Germany
German Champion 2008, Singles

DARIA CHERNOVA Russia
Cadet Girl‘s No.1 Russia

IVAN SULFARO Australia
Australian Under 15‘s Junior Champion 2012

KILIAN ORT Germany
Winner German Top 16 Boys 2012

THERESA KRAFT Germany
Winner German Top 16 Girls 2012, 
Runner-up German Championships 
Women‘s Doubles 2012

NADINE BOLLMEIER Germany
Bronze Medal German Championships 
2012 Singles

TOMAS KONECNY Czech Republic
World Ranking 140 (Feb 2013)

POLISH NATIONAL TEAM MEN
O�  cial Equipment Supplier

CHARTRES ASTT
ETTU Cup Winner 2011 
French Champion 2011/2012

BORUSSIA DORTMUND
2nd League Men Germany

TTC RAPID LUZERN
1st League Men Switzerland

KRALUV DVUR
1st League Men Czech Republic

POLISH NATIONAL TEAM WOMEN
O�  cial Equipment Supplier

SV BÖBLINGEN
1st League Women Germany

TUS BAD DRIBURG
2nd League Women Germany

MSK BRECLAV
1st League Women Czech Republic

GLOBAL SPONSORING

Another successful partnership between 
andro® and Borussia Dusseldorf is the 
andro® TT school since many years.
Train where the pros live.
www.tt-schule.borussia-duesseldorf.com

30
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FUNCTION, PERFORMANCE, STYLE
DRESS-CODE

NEW – the andro® microfi bre that thinks ahead. The innovative multi-
channel structure absorbs and transports humidity faster and even more 
e� ective. The smooth textile-pores immediately react to humidity and 
forward the wet to the outside by its many cross-linked weave-channels. 
Hereby a maximum of freshness and breathability can be sustained.

The new Quick Dry Finish is an e� ective fi nishing of our functional 
fi bers increasing the capillary e� ect of the fi bers. Sweat by physical 
strain is transported signifi cantly faster from the skin’s surface to 
the outer textile area, where it evaporates. Each fi ber itself does not 
absorb any humidity, thereby obtaining full breathability. The result is 
a pleasant dry wearing comfort.

Maximum freedom of movement and highest wearing comfort charac-
terize indoorDRY STRETCH best. The special fibre composition provides 
highest elasticity and tear-resistance. The spandex contingent serves 
lightweight wearing comfort and long lasting shape-retention.

indoorDRY is a functional fabric made from superior polyester fi bres 
developed for the needs of indoor sports. The very breathable polyester 
fi bres transport in the same time up to 50% more humidity away from the 
skin to the fabric’s outside than cotton. This means that sweat evaporates 
faster. Player’s performance capability sustains.
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Not only is the functionality pathbreaking, 
but also the standard for environmental 
compatibility. Hence andro® only goes for 
eudermic textiles tested for harmful sub-
stances.

Nothing is certain but change – this also applies to table tennis 
teams. We know that players change teams and teams get 
new members consistently. In order to present a consistent and 
cohesive club appearance in the present and into future years 
andro® will guarantee availability of its collections for years to 
come. Information relating to exact availability details can be 
obtained from any specialist andro® dealer.

GUARANTEED AVAILABILITY 07_2015

indoorDRY STRETCH microfi ber HighTech polo with excellent 
breathability through Quick Dry fi nish

Quick-drying functional fabric with Coolmax share. 
Stylish fl atlock seams, large side mesh panels regulate 
moisture transport.PLAY
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RIPOLL
Sporty, elegant, functional! Soft, lightweight microfi ber material 
with Quick Dry Finish. Perfect fi t through reinforced collar and 
seamless sublimation-print.
100% polyester indoorDRY Intelligent

RIPOLL Sizes XXS – 4XL 
302331 red_darkblue_white
302330 black_sulphuryellow_green
302332 azureblue_green_white €44,95

RIPOLL WOMEN Sizes 34 - 46
302334 black_sulphuryellow_green  €44,95 

Guaranteed availability 07-2015

RIPOLL
302332

CALERA
312202

  37

REINFORCED COLLAR
QUICK DRY FINISH

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances

360° VIEW
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RIPOLL
302331

RIPOLL
302330

RIPOLL
302334

CALERA
312202

  37

CALERA
312201

  37

360° VIEW

360° VIEW

360° VIEW
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LASCA
No reason to get into sweaty situations. The  indoorDRY function 
fi ber with Coolmax  content combined with large mesh inserts under 
the arms modulates the removal of moisture and the body climate. 
Flat seams and subtle print elements on front and back set accents.
100% polyester indoorDRY

LASCA Sizes XXS – 4XL
302336 black_red_white
302338 black_yellow_white
302337 azureblue_green_white   € 46,95

LASCA WOMEN Sizes 34 – 46
302340 black_red_white
302342 black_yellow_white
302341 azureblue_green_white   € 46,95

Guaranteed availability 07-2015

LASCA
302341

LASCA
302337

EVORA
312240

 39

LARGE SIDE MESH PANELS REGULATE BODY TEMPERATURE
FASHIONABLE FLATLOCK SEAMS
QUICK-DRYING FUNCTIONAL FIBER WITH COOLMAX

SEKKA
322203

 39

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances

360° VIEW

360° VIEW
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CALERA SHORT

YATE SKIRT

Super lightweight, elastic and functional 
material. 
92% polyester microfi ber, 8% elastane 

Skirt with 2 side pockets and integrated 
pant. Unique: includes removable rib-
bons in black & white
90% polyester microfi ber, 10% elastane

CALERA Sizes 3XS – 4XL
312201 black_white
312202 darkblue_white € 28,95

YATE Sizes 34 – 46
322212 black_white     € 34,95 

LASCA
302338

LASCA
302342

LASCA
302340

LASCA
302336

YATE
322212

CALERA
312201

YATE
322212

360° VIEW

360° VIEW

360° VIEW

360° VIEW
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NAVAS
Excellent breathability by extremely fast-drying indoorDRY mi-
crofi ber. Ideal for club and team equipment since all color variants 
are available in men‘s and women‘s versions. Big space for team 
imprints. Mesh side panels provide more freedom of movement 
and ventilation.
100% polyester indoorDRY

NAVAS Sizes XXS – 4XL
302344 black_lightblue_white
302346 red_black_white
302345 blue_darkblue_gold € 39,95

NAVAS  WOMEN Sizes 34 – 46
302347 black_lightblue_white
302349 red_black_white 
302348 blue_darkblue_gold € 39,95

Guaranteed availability 07_2015

NAVAS
302347

CALERA
312201

 37

NAVAS
302344

SOFT, QUICK-DRYING FUNCTIONAL FIBER
MESH INSETS SUPPORT BODY VENTILATION
IDEAL TEAM SHIRT WITH PLENTY OF SPACE FOR IMPRINTS

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances

360° VIEW 360° VIEW
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EVORA SHORT

SEKKA SKIRT

Elastic functional fabric, side mesh pa-
nels. String cord for width adjustment.
88% polyester microfi ber, 12% elastane

Sporty feminine & elegant design. 
Flamboyant drapes. 
90% polyester microfi ber, 10% elastane

EVORA Sizes 3XS – 4XL
312240 azureblue_green
312241 black_yellow
312242 darkblue_blue
312243 black_white  € 32,95

Guaranteed availability 07_2015

SEKKA Sizes 34 – 46
322202 black_red
322203 darkblue_white € 32,95 

SEKKA
322203

NAVAS
302348

NAVAS
302346

EVORA
312243

NAVAS
302349

SEKKA
322202

NAVAS
302345

EVORA
312242

302345

360° VIEW360° VIEW

360° VIEW360° VIEW
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MISAR
High-tech IndoorDRY STRETCH microfi ber polo for optimal freedom 
of movement and best breathability through Quick Dry Finish. 
Can also be worn skintight thanks to high elasticity. Both-sided, 
seamless sublimation-print. Trendy zipper collar with stand-up 
collar option completes the fashionable style. 
92% polyester, 8% elastane  indoorDRY STRETCH

MISAR Sizes XXS – 4XL
302328 lightblue_black
302329 sulphuryellow_black € 48,95

Guaranteed availability 07_2015

MISAR
302328

MISAR
302329

COLLAR VARIATION: STAND-UP COLLAR OR SMALL COLLAR
            ELASTIC FIBER WITH QUICK DRY FINISH

TETAN SHORT
Superlight functional material.
Classic short made from microfi bre.
The soft feel material and good cut pro-
vides high wear comfort. 2 side pockets 
and string cord for width adjustment. 
100% polyester, microfi ber

TETAN Sizes 3XS – 4XL
312238 black               € 25,95

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances

MISAR
302329

360° VIEW

360° VIEW
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Quality-made cotton polo with color accents on collar and 
sleeve-end. Can also be worn skintight thanks to elastane. 
High wear-comfort through soft 180g cotton fabric – active 
cotton. Stay noble and fashionable.
96% cotton, 4% elastane, active cotton

TIRSO Sizes XXS – 4XL
302351 black
302350 blue   € 32,95 

Guaranteed availability 07_2015

TIRSO
302351

TIRSO
302350

TIRSO

NOBLE CLASSIC POLO-SHIRT
          TOP WEAR-COMFORT
       SOFT AND CUDDLY

LETO SHORT
Anatomic, elongated leg cut. 
100% polyester microfi ber  

LETO Sizes 3XS – 4XL
312206 black_white    € 27,95

CALERA
312202

 37

360° VIEW 360° VIEW
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PECOS
Stripe design on front and back. Breathable functional fi ber.
100% polyester microfi ber

PECOS 
Sizes 3XS – S  € 19,95
Sizes M – 3XL € 21,95
302354 yellow_black
302352 darkblue_blue
302353 black_red

Guaranteed availability 07_2015

PECOS
302353

PECOS
302354

CASIRI
322213

EVORA
312241

 39

EVORA
312242

 39

CASIRI WOMEN SHORT
Feminine patterned short. Stretchy functional material, 
mesh insets. 
88% polyester microfi ber, 12% elastane

CASIRI WOMEN Sizes 34 – 46
322213 black               € 29,95

PECOS
302352

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances

360° VIEW

360° VIEW

360° VIEW
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RASANT T-SHIRT
Trendy shirt in actual color-way for training and leisure.
100% cotton, top quality at a special price!

RASANT Sizes 2XS – 2XL
302327 green_white  € 9,95

APONI Sizes 3XS – 3XL 
100% polyester microfi ber
302355 azureblue_green 
302322 black_white 
302323 darkblue_blue € 18,95

SEKKA
322203

 39

CALERA
312201

 37

APONI
302355

APONI
302322

APONI
302323

APONI

RASANT
302327

360° VIEW 360° VIEW
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SALTORO ORONTES
Jacket with straight waistband / drawstring for width adjustment.
Extended leg zipper ensures comfort for putting on and taking o�  pants.
100% polyester microfi ber

Functional breathable micro fi ber tracksuit with open jacket- and leg 
ending. Big zipper at leg end.
100% polyester microfi ber

SALTORO
342305 jacket black_sulphuryellow_white  2XS - XS € 49,95 S - 4XL  € 54,95
342306 pants black_sulphuryellow_white 2XS - XS € 32,95 S - 4XL € 37,95

342307 jacket darkblue_white 2XS - XS € 49,95 S - 4XL € 54,95
342308 pants darkblue_white 2XS - XS € 32,95 S - 4XL € 37,95

Guaranteed availability 07_2015

ORONTES
342300 jacket black_white XXS – 4XL  
342301 jacket black_türkis XXS – 4XL  
342302  jacket black_red XXS – 4XL € 54,95

342303  pants black_white XXS – 4XL € 34,95

SALTORO
342305

SALTORO
342306

SALTORO
342307

SALTORO
342308

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances

360° VIEW 360° VIEW
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FLEECE
342313

ORONTES
342301

• Ideal for sports and recreation
• Built-in elastic cu� s as perfect sleeve-end / hook and loop fasteners
   on cu� s adjust the width setting
• Detachable hood - drawstring in the hood makes this variable in size
• Refl ective piping for darkness and bad weather
• Breathability 5000gr/m2/24h
• Water column 5000mm
• Inside mesh lining for good ventilation
• 2 chest pockets / 2 side pockets + 1 hidden pocket at underarm
• Integrated pocket for cellphones or  mp3 player with gap for headphone cable
92% polyester, 8% elastane outer fabric, lining & padding 100% polyester

TRAININGSFLEECE 
Sizes 2XS – XS  € 29,95
Sizes S – 3XL  € 34,95
342313 blue_black
342312 black_blue

VIENTO Sizes XS – 3XL
342264 black_grey_yellow     € 139,00

¾ TRAININGSPANT Sizes XXS – 3XL
342311 black  € 44,95

VIENTO OUTDOOR JACKET

3/4 TRAININGSPANT
Elastic functional fabric, mesh inserts, drawstring at waistband and 
leg for width adjustment
88% polyester microfi ber, 12% elastane

FLEECE
342312

3/4 PANT
342311

VIENTO
342264

ORONTES
342300

ORONTES
342302

TRAININGSFLEECE
Long zipper comforts putting on and taking o�  the fl eece. 2 side 
pockets. Alternative to a tracksuit-jacket. Soft fl eece-quality. 
100% polyester

ORONTES
342303

pockets. Alternative to a tracksuit-jacket. Soft fl eece-quality. pockets. Alternative to a tracksuit-jacket. Soft fl eece-quality. 

360° VIEW

360° VIEW
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RIPOLL 302330

TETAN 312238 3/4 PANT 342311

SEKKA 322203

CASIRI W 322213

MISAR 302329 RIPOLL W 302334 SALTORO 342305

COLOUR CODE

The andro® TT collection o� ers a wide range of di� erent fea-
tures and feature levels, from professional competition jersey to 
training clothing. Each garment is integrated into a higher-level 
color approach. This allows each club choosing its clothing range 
according to the own club colors.

SA
LT

OR
O 

34
23

06

RIPOLL 302331 NAVAS 302346

NAVAS W 302347 NAVAS W 302348 APONI 302323

LASCA 302336 PECOS 302353 NAVAS W 302349 LASCA W 302340

SEKKA 322202YATE 322212EVORA 312243 LETO 312206

YATE 322212

CALERA 312202

THE andro® COLOR SYSTEM
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RIPOLL 302332 LASCA W 302341 APONI 302355

EVORA 312240 SEKKA 322203

CASIRI W 322213

SA
LT

OR
O 

34
23

08

NAVAS 302344

LASCA 302338 PECOS 302354 TIRSO 302351 APONI 302322 LASCA W 302342 VIENTO 342264

NAVAS 302345 MISAR 302328 PECOS 302352TIRSO 302350 SALTORO 342307

EVORA 312243

EVORA 312241 TETAN 312238 YATE 322212

EVORA 312242 CALERA 312201

CALERA 312202

LASCA 302337

FLEECE 342313

FLEECE 342312
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TALCA

MAIPO

402287402289

402291

402290

402292

402286

402288

BAGS MAIPO

TALCA

BAG MAIPO
Top-level quality featuring several functional details like ventila-
ted compartments, 2 way zippers, wet clothes compartment and 
additional inner pockets
Material: 420D Polyester Jacquard Diamond 
402286  M, 54 x 26 x 28 cm, black_yellow € 49,95
402287  L, 68 x 32 x 34 cm, black_yellow € 64,95

BACKPACK MAIPO
2 main compartments with 2 way zippers, laptop compartment, 
padded rear panel, additional zippered inner pockets. 
Material: 420D Polyester Jacquard Hexagon
402288  50 x 36 x 16 cm, black_yellow  € 39,95

TROLLEY MAIPO
XL-size main compartment with 2 way zippers, inner mesh pocket 
with zipper, front pocket, carry handles. Material: 600D Polyester 
402289  45 x 32 x 18 cm, black_yellow € 89,95

BAG TALCA
Large main compartment, 2 big side pockets, separate wet clothes 
compartment + additional zippered pockets. Material: 600D Polyester
402290  M, 54 x 26 x 28 cm, black_white_red € 41,95
402291  L, 58 x 27 x 30 cm, black_white_red € 49,95

BACKPACK TALCA
Main compartment with 2 way zippers, several zippered pockets
Material: 600D Polyester
402292  50 x 36 x 16 cm, black_white_red  € 34,95

TOILET BAG 
Material: 600D Polyester
402234  black  € 19,95

WETBAG
402233  44 x 30 cm, black_yellow € 7,95
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412282 412285412288

CURICO

LOMASI

412281 412284412287

412251

BASIC

RASANT

412257 412244 412240412252 412253 412249

412254

412214 412205 412206 412213 412215

ALU CASE ALPHA

402234

WETBAG

402233

412250

COVERS

SINGLE COVER RASANT

ALU CASE ALPHA

COVER BASIC

Material: PU artificial leather. Size: 28 x 16 x 5 cm 
412254 green € 12,95

412214 metallic_blue / 412205 silver / 
412206 black / 412213 red /412215 wood décor € 31,95

Material: 600D Polyester. Size: 31 x 22 x 8 cm 
412282 black_white_red  
412285 navy_lime  
412288 aquablue_navy € 16,95

Material: 600D Polyester. Size: 31 x 22 x 2,5 cm 
412281 black_white_red
412284 navy_lime 
412287 aquablue_navy € 12,95

Material: 600D Polyester.
412257 turquoise_white / 412244  red / 412240 black / 
412249 anthracite_lime / 412250 lime_navy /
412251 purple_white / 412252 darkblue_sulphuryellow / 
412253 royalblue_silver € 8,95

DUO COVER LOMASI

SINGLE COVER CURICO

NEW!

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

TOILET BAG
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ACCESSOIRES
TOWEL
RASANT with digital print 
Material: 100% cotton
632240   RASANT 50 x 100 cm, green_black_white € 15,95

SPRING
Material: 100% cotton / terry towel / stripe-optic
632241    SPRING  50 x 100 cm, grey_white_sulphuryellow € 15,95

TOURNAMENT – Optimal size for table tennis!
Material: 100% cotton / terry towel
632242   TOURNAMENT  38 x 85 cm, black_sulphuryellow 
€ 10,95

SOCK Sizes I (35-38), Sizes II (39-42), Sizes III (43-46)
COMP Sock with Coolmax fiber function.
Material: 40% Cotton, 40% polyester, 18% polyamide, 
2% elastane
362209   COMP Sizes I-III, black_anthracite_yellow € 6,95
362206   COMP Sizes I-III, white_grey € 6,95

UNI Sock
Material: 80% cotton, 18% polyamide, 2% elastane
362210   UNI  Sizes I-III, white € 4,95

OKA Sock
Material: 98% polyamide, 2% elastane
362207   OKA  Sizes I-III, white_petrol_navy € 5,95
362208   OKA  Sizes I-III, white_red_black € 5,95

MINI-RACKET
152220   € 5,95

MIDI-RACKET  (w/o pic.)
152230   € 8,95

MINIATURE-RACKET
152228   € 3,95

SWEATBAND NEW ALPHA
Material: 80% cotton, 20% elastane
562235 black_silver  € 4,00
562236 black_green  € 4,00
562237 black_yellow  € 4,00
  

DRINKING BOTTLE
152200   750 ml, black_yellow € 5,00

KEYRING-RACKET
TT-racket made of elastomer PVC. With alpha logo in 3D design.
152215   € 3,00

FELT-KEYRING 
Stylish andro® branded key lace crafted out of  felt like material.
152201  black_yellow                    € 3,95

KEYRING-RACKET
152215

SWEATBAND

FELT-KEYRING
152201

DRINKING BOTTLE
152200

MINI-
RACKET
152220

MINIATURE-
RACKET
152228

TOWEL TOURNAMENT
632242

TOWEL RASANT
632240

TOWEL SPRING
632241

SOCK COMP

SOCK OKA

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!NEW!

NEW!

SOCK UNI

362206

362209

562235
562236

562237

362210

362207

362208
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OUTSIDEROLLER

SNAP

NIVEAU

COMPETITION

MAGNUM SC

FAIR PLAY STABILOSTABILO

TABLES / ACCESSOIRES
FROM THE CENTERCOURT TO THE GYM:
Textiles are not our only strength. andro® also 
provides the complete range of hardware for clubs, 
like ITTF-approved tables and nets, scoreboards 
and surroundings. For more information about our 
professional equipment for gyms, clubs and events 
please check: www.andro.de



facebook.com/andro.tabletennis

andro®, Germany     
www.andro.de     
andro@andro.de

All prices are recommended retail prices. Price 
changes of existing products valid from 01.06.2013. 
Due to our policy of continual improvement, product 
specifications may change without further notice. 
Colors may vary due to printing. No liability is 
taken for errors and printing errors. 

Looking for further products? Check our website 
for our complete product range: www.andro.de

Concept and design: www.floez.de


